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Tech talk
Jeff Bradshaw, CTO at Proagrica, offers
insight on the impact tech and data has
on the agricultural industry
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help reduce returns of products and
importantly today, waste.
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JB: Improved integration throughout the
supply chain is the key way we can ensure
we’ll be able to deliver better value to all

insight into ways of improving their yield.

parts of the supply chain.

Breaking down the agricultural supply

As we navigate our way through the
current global pandemic, the driver of
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experience offered by the retailer.

What other industries could the
agricultural business take its lead from,
and what are they doing that is different?
JB: Consumer packaged goods and
component electronics manufacturing are
great examples of two industries that
have demonstrated good supply chain
management. The component electronics
industry in particular provides visibility on
where components are manufactured and
assembled, using just-in-time supply
chains. Integration is core to ensuring that
the factories run and produce the finished
goods, from the initial order right through

before and an important way to achieve
this is through transparent product
information delivered through an
integrated supply chain.

its adoption of technology and use of
data?
JB: I’d love to see the agricultural supply
chain become substantially more
integrated through efficient use of data.
The entire industry will be able to plan,

combination of in-person, telephone and
email conversations that can result in an
inconsistent customer experience. In turn,

the applicability and value that data can

that can lead a grower to take advice and

offer in supply chain integration and

simply buy a product elsewhere. This

enhanced decision support. Agriculture is

fragmentation – and disconnected sales

turning a significant tide, and it’s exciting

channels – results in lost revenue; it’s very

to be part of this data revolution that will

hard for the retailer to understand who

see growers move towards increased

their key customers are, whether their

productivity and profitability.

agronomists are servicing these key
customers, and whether they’re at risk of

The more we learn from data, the more we
chain being in ten years’ time, in terms of

these different channels and the

We’re in the early stages of understanding

to the logistics and load planning.
Where do you see the agricultural supply

There’s an inevitable disconnect between

not being able to fulfil customer needs.

can make informed decisions that will
deliver global benefits, whether that be

An omnichannel solution addresses this

combating future animal and crop

fragmentation since it gives greater

diseases or reducing our environmental

visibility all round via a single portal that

footprint.

helps the retailer to better understand
their customers and offer higher value to

Proagrica recently launched an

their key customers.

Omnichannel platform for agricultural
retailers. What does this offer?

manage and execute the transport,
logistics and provenance of food more
effectively.

JB: At present, agriculture retailers have
multiple channels to market at their
disposal. While
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